princess margaret s letters to sharman douglas which - ten letters princess margaret wrote when she was 19 have been revealed to the public the correspondence mentions her love for her nephew prince charles and offers a peek at her lifestyle as a, princess augusta sophia of the united kingdom wikipedia - princess augusta sophia of the united kingdom 8 november 1768 22 september 1840 was the sixth child and second daughter of king george iii and queen charlotte, the princess diaries wikipedia - the princess diaries is a series of epistolary young adult novels written by meg cabot and is also the title of the first volume published in 2000 the series revolves around amelia mia thermopolis a teenager in new york who discovers that she is the princess of a small european principality called genovia meg cabot quotes the series inspiration on her website stating i was inspired, jane austen pride and prejudice notes on random topics - go to end of notes go to chronology go to charact list go to pride prej motifs go to place list map go to table of contents miscellaneous notes on pride and prejudice and jane austen s era fair, my care record home - my care record is a new system which means health and care professionals can see your health records on their computer it allows us to share information about you amongst your direct care team which may include gp s hospital based doctors nurses social workers and other health care professionals, the internet is a playground by david thorne in stores - the internet is a playground by david thorne contains the complete collection from 27slash6 plus over 160 pages of new material, 10 fascinating facts about princess diana mental floss - the princess loved the dancing queen band to pay tribute to her late mother in law kate middleton a k a catherine duchess of cambridge requested some of the swedish band s biggest hits, in ma am darling an outrageous glimpse of the real - in the rollicking irresistible un put downable ma am darling the brilliant british satirist craig brown takes as his fertile subject princess margaret rose the late sister of her majesty, wedding of king alfonso xiii of spain and princess - king alfonso xiii of spain and princess victoria eugenie of battenberg were married on may 31 1906 at the royal monastery of san jer nimo in madrid spain, 27 notes and shorter letters post emily 1922 etiquette - in writing notes or letters as in all other forms of social observance the highest achievement is in giving the appearance of simplicity naturalness and force 1 those who use long periods of flowered prolixity and pretentious phrases who write in complicated form with meaningless, desultory correspondence paul bowles - the following is an excerpt from floriansvezths desultory correspondence an interview with paul bowles on gertrude stein sporadische korrespondenz ein interview mit paul bowles ber gertrude stein memory cage editions 2 rich 1997 it is the result of two interviews which took place on march 1 1995 and january 1 1996 in tangier morocco, voluminous define voluminous at dictionary com - voluminous definition forming or writing a large volume or many volumes a voluminous edition see more